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PASS-FAIL GRADING SYSTEMS: LITERATURE REVIFW

PREFACE

This report began as a modest literature review ot the

advantages and disadvantages of the Pass -Fail Grading system_ so

popular among today's college students. For .one. -to understand

Pass-Fail, however, he must also answer questions about the

nature and purpose of grades. Hence, . a new stratum of

-investigation appeared. But it seems that this new stratum

contained questions which led to other strata, almost ad

infinitum. How did grades come into use? What were they used fer?

What are they used for today? What is the relationship, if any,

between grades received and material learned; between scholarship

and performance ? Did the grade received deal only with the

intellectual ability of the student, or were other aspects (i.e.,

interpersonal relationships and human manipulation) involved?

_Were grades coveted as ends unto themselves,

higher order ends?

or employed for

Time and organizational considerations compelled me to draw

lines and establish priorities: I have had to stop .short on many

ancillary questions simply because the literature is plentiful

and time was scarce. Besides, the dominant feature of this report

warranted all possible attention.

This report is no longer solely about Pass-Fail Gtading.

more important -question is that of the proper use of any set of

symbols, called grades, in the avowed purposes of higher
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PASS- FAIL GRADING SYSTEMS: LIT31tATURE REVIEW

DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS

1

Is .-

A great many et.heses on grilling practices, both orally and 1n.

the literature, lack cogency because authors fail to note the

difference between terms used in ,evaluating various grading

systems. I shall endeavor-to adhere to the following.Oefinitions

when speaking of grading systems in .colleges and universities

throughout the North American continent

STANDARDS

The term "Standards" refers to the calibre of the

undergraduate and graduate education as it exists' within a

specific inst,Aution. The calibre of a student's education in

college can be determined'in number of ways. It could be.
0

derived fromithe entrance requirements at both the undergraduate

and graduate' levels; it could be measured by, the academi c

attrition rate, or conversely, the numbers of students winning

national awards and scholarships; it could be measured by the_

type of programs (curricula) offered to student's; it could ,be

assessed by the requisite qualifications for graduation; etc. A

host of separate indices are available (see Astin, 1968)..
.A

The single evaluator of the calibre of undergraduate

_ education to be examined in this report is the system of grading

students' performance while they are still undergraduates.

8.
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PASS-FATI, GRADING SYSIENS: LITEI/LiU.RE RFVIEW"

Basically I define' a grade as a symbol (m -.st commonly a

pereentum, number or letter) chosen from among a set of symbols,

representing the evaluatidn of a learner's academicperformance,.

as determined by his teacher, which at the end ofd a 'formalized

,

segment of learning- in an institution of higher learning is

.w
unto the learner's record for future rierencereference,. A

Grade Point-Average (GPA) is au average of these symbols within a

particular institution of higher learning.

AVALUATIONS

The term GRADES muse be distinguished from EVALUATIONS. A

mark,ot excellenCe (a 9 at the University of Alberta; A's in some

other institutions, 100% in still others) is, the result of an

evaluation, not the evaluaiion'itseif. Indeed an evaluation, 4s

Elbow, (1969) put it, occurs'every time student and teacher meet.

Few of these evaluations are summarized and formally recorded.

Those that are recorded eventually find their way, as a

composite, into the record of the student's vitae. Quite clearly

,the formal process of evaluation is comparing the student's

progress to either the standards of the institution or the

instructor's own standards to see where he stands, then assigning

him his grade.

... a

Now these thrsee concepts (standards, evaluations, and

9
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.
grades) ma not Pe employed. in .the same mannex from university to

university, or P yen'. within a university. On :the avid hand, a
, . .

\-

I

colleg may set very, very high admission standards; but once the

student is admitted will probably not.grade stule idts' work in any

minute degree. On the 'other hand, undergraduate . admissions

standards may he friteritionally set low, but a high attrition,nate

results when the faculty enforces a very rigid standard of

evaluation during, the student first and,second years. Or, asjn

the case of some Community Colleges, open admissions a* P

complemented by a low standard of evaluation. In any case, the.

quality of tte institution may or may not be affecthd.

'

10
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PASS-FAIL GRADING SYSTEMS: LITERATURE REVIEW

' .SFCTION ITi'BR I'EF HISTORY OF EVALUATIONS

O

The process of the tutor evaluating his student has probably

existed for quite some time, but we have no evidence that ,eittler
.

the results of the evaluation (i.e., marks and or

certification of learning (diplomas an d degrees) exilte4' in .the, (

4 days ots'the Greek philosophers. 04R presumes then that while .

evaluation took place the results of evaluaticis were either
4

communicated orally or non-verbally' . v

'

Certification, ,as we have come tb know it today, prpbably

fr

-began with the creation of colleges and universities in mitdiegal

.

times. Students ,at 'the University -of Paris, for instance,
.,. .

f..: . - .
. .

,_

presented themselves to the Chancellor to
.
be' examined .by him

before receiving the, licentia legenAi (Has king, 1965, p:46 et

seg. describes both the Univdrsity of Paris' and the University

of 5Olognals:gradUation eiercises).

One can presume that this style of final. eiamination.for a

degree continued even unto the discovery of the new world: Mary

Smallwood. (1935), in her study Of five Americah.

universities, tells us that public graduation ',examinations lw,yre.

common at Harvard and Yale in the mid-17th ,cehtury. At Harvar=d

each graduand was. expected to be examined on ihd subjects of

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, rhetoric,, 1pgic, physics .and law--eusually

orally, and by members of the audience or external -exacsiners..
,

Graduation was not alwAys the foregone;cpnclusion .it is ip'
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today's convocatioh. The shift from, an oral tc a written

xaminatiol was a late 184fi and early 19th century event: Yale

, University institutPd a 'biennial' examination in 1830.1 As these
9,

five- schools approached the close of the 19th century, not enough

"time was awailable to orally examine the candidates for

f..

graduation" in depth. A number of forces le4,to the eventual

decline of the practice o'f a single public examination for a

degree. Firstly was the sheer -nupbets of students enrolled

.universitios). As Ticknor wrote in 1825:
d

\ "I'or it, is idle to think of hurrying,. in a single
day, through the examination of sixty young men in

the studies of a- year; and it is unreasonable to

expect the gentlemen ':[external ,examiner] will
come fro'm a distance and .undergo considerable ,

expense w for many days, in order'to do it more
thoroughly. A'good examination of this sort is one
of the most laborious' and one of the most valuable
service: that can be'perto2Med for the advancement
of knowledge;and, if it is to be well dcne, it.

should not -only be *thorough, pat ente and exact;,

but, should he public at the time, nd public in

, 4 its rPsults"2

A second major force, in the demise Of the single final

0
examination can be attributed to the 'proliferation of knowledge.

Not only was it more difficult for students to have a universal

.grasp of knowledge but, perforce, the number of examiners had to

rn.
(1) It is interesting' to learn' that aPproximately 65- years

earlier (1762), .Yale students refused to be subjected to any
.examination "...except it be for a degree,...." ( 1935, p. 35).

(2) Smallwood, ogz p. 12
4

'
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be'indreased to accomodate the increased 'specialization.

Thus, i)he last 1504years, a shift haS occur' from

public examinations for a degree held by \external examiners -to

written tests at the termination of a course, held it camera,' and

judged by the institution's own faculty.

13
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SECTION III. THE FUNCTIONS OF GRADES

tl

7

Stanford FrickSen (1967) lists three possible functions of

grades: 1) to satisfy social' conditions, primarily employment

opportunities,, 2) to assist internal administrative procedure,

and 3) to provide an evaluative feedback to the student.

SOCIAL CONDITIONS

Businessmen utilize grades as one of ,their criteria when

selecting candidates.- A recent s rvey by Bailey (1972) of

governmental and ccmmPrcial employers in -Chicago and environs

shows that undergradUate and graduate grades' are ,second in

importance only to "Previous work experience." Valley concludes

that:

"The response of the survey group appears to be
consistent with the g:anerally held business view
that an individual's previous track record is the
best indicator of his future performance." p. 18

The second major group of users of the students' transcripts

are the graduate and'prolessional Schools. Admissions committees

closely review the candidates' transcripts as a routine pre-

admissions procedure. The topics, of the predictability of grades

and of the graduate schools' admissions officials' views of non-

traditional grades will be dealt with in later sections.

14
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INTERNAL PROCEDURE

Usually a single symbol, representing an 'extended period of

learning on a specified topic, a grade encapsules all that is

alleged to have transpired- (luting that period. This single symbol

indeed facilitates record keeping. Assume, for example, that each

full-time day undergraduate'sthdent at the U. of A. elects five

courses. One can easily see that the Registrar's office has

75,000 numbers -to transcribe onto 15,000 individual records

(source: Registrar's Statisticsc 1971-1972) . One stroke per

evaluation is infinitely less time consuming than the briefest of

essays.

Grades also serve other uses in the undergraduate student's

career. The extremes of the, grade point distribution are used by

university officials to either bestow, awards, as in the case of a

high Grade Point Average, or take disciplinary action, as in the

case of a low, Grade Point Average.

..) r

Finally, grades are employed in periodic decisicns about the

status of the student. Firstly, they determine where a student

ranks vis-a-vis his peers. Secondly, they indicate if the student

should be promoted from one year to the next. Thirdly, they are
,

used to ascertain the student's candidacy for graduation.

Fourthly, they are a basis for the decision to permit a student

to enrol in more advanced courses of the same discipline.

15
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Fifttly, they may be used for certain research studies (a.4., the

°McLean report of 1971) . Finally, they facilitate transfer

procedures both inter- and intra-institutionally. Grades ape very

handy devices to the administrator.

FEEDBACK'

But let us not overloox the student. How do the students

,benefit from grades? Much literature alleges that grades are .

useful feedback devices. I might add pa.renthetically that it's

deplorable that this may be in some cases) the feedback

device available to the student. As a feedback, however,

Feldmesser (1972) feels that the student is in 'a position to

assess his progress within the learning situation, in two

contexts: firstly, he can compare,himself to the pertormande of

his classmates, and' secondly, he can realize his preferences,

abilities and weaknesses, thereby identifying his career

objective and areas of competence.

Haagen (1964) feels that grades guide the student .as well as

motivate him.

"Without some form of appraisal that provides
orientation and. confirmation of achievement,
attempts at learning are inefficient and the
student becomes demoralized" p. 89

Warren 11971) points out, however, that one should maintain

the distinction between grades and evaluation; between the end.

result and the process.

16
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"The contention that teedback to students about
their- performance_ constitutes an important purpose
of grades... confuses evaluation (the assessment of
performance) with grading (reporting of the
assessgent results). A variety of procedures are
available to inforM students about the nature of
their performance without the publication of a
summarizing symbol to represent overall
performance in a course:" p. 15

SUMMARY

-10

Grades have functioned as feeback to the student, and 4S

such can he perceived asj.mmediate and short lived stimulii. A

c student can see, during the term, how well (or poorly) he is

progressing. Once the term ends, the final grade becOMes the

artifact of what was purported to have occurred between learner

and tutor. Its stiiulus effect upon the student is removed

(except in the case of supplemental examinations), but the

-artifact remains, and atfects the stgdent's future. In the near

future certain advantages of the system of higher education (more

advanced courses, intri- and interinstitutional transfer, etc.)

may be offered to or withdrawn from him --..depending on his

academic record. In the more distant future, these artifacts

affect the student's chances for graduate or professional

education; or employment. To the student, grades,, influence not

only the here and now, but also his chances at the career of his

choice. Is it any wonder he is tempted to favor these symbols Of

high achievement?

17
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SECTION IV. A LOOK AT TRADITIONAL GRADES

It is a combon practice for the admissions cemmittPes of

graduate and professional schools to examine candidates'

transcripts. What do they look for? Hotelier (1972), in her

survey of 668 deans of the U. S. Graduate and Professional

PrograFs in liberal arts, sciences, education, law, medicine and

nursing tound among the 391 responses that:
\

"Grade-point averages remain the single most'

important criteria for the evalUation of the
graduate school applicants." p. 4

This one factor was followed very closely by two others:

-entranFP examination scores and the prestige of the undergraduate

institution.

Entrance exaninations,-such--.. * Scholastic -- ptitude: Test,.

(SAT) , the Graduate Record Examinatik:T, (GRE) and the Miller

Analogies Test (MAT) , as commercial examinations, have undergone

rigorous trials of validity and reliability. Can the same be said

about the Grade Point Average (GRA) ? Tt, too, purports to measure

the concrete acquisition of knowledge, the ability to reason, to

cipher, to expound, etc. it, too, is a result of an examination- -

or to be more precise, the mean of the weighted scores on a

number of examinations .,given by a number of examiners. One

Wonders if the Grade Poikt Average has undergone similar tests of

validity and reliability.

18
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RELIABILITY

(a) Test-Retest Reliability

We begin our examination of the GPA's reliability by

assuming that, in the macro-educational sense, the nature- of a

high -F.:chool education is equivalent to 'the nature of an

undergraduate education; and that the nature of a college

education is equivalent in nature to a graduate education. We now

can assume tnat the whole of the student's high school education

was evaluated and represented by his GPA, and the whole of his

college experience is a retest of his high school education,

which is in turn represented by his college GPA. If this is.the

case, than ample evidence exists to show that thigh school grades

and Grade Point Averages produce significant correlations with

first year college grades and Grade Point kverages.

undergraduate college grades and GPA's are reliable fredictors of

first year graduate school achievement (see Hills, 1964; Hills,

et 1965; Klugh S Bierley, 1959; Lannholm, et al2.4 1968;

Lewis, 1966; and Chamberlin, et al.L 1942). It is interesting-to

obl.erve that the efficacy of the correlattonsi deteriorates as

temporal distance between the two variables increases. Thus the

high school GPA has a lower correlation coefficient to graduate

school GPA'S than it does to first year undergraduate GPA's.

Rogers (1°437), has shown that each of three incoming classes of

students had a high correlation coefficient between each pair of

academic terms, but as the length of time between pairs at terms

19
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incroased, the correlation coefficients decreased.
s

Looking deeper into the: Grade' Point Average, one easily

observes that there ain two fundamental ipputs: the student as

the performer and tne teacher as the evaluator. In the

correlational studies so fari-tne student, as academic performer

has been a fixed element. Clark (1964) studied the the second

element when he reviewed tha grades earned by students, in

eighteen separat'e freshman classes who entered a single

university between the years 1931 and 1958. The composition of

the group of teachers, while it undoubtedly did alter during

those 27 years, can be assumed to have remained somewhat stable.

Each freshman class was, on the other hand, entirely new. Clark

concluded that

"...the ratio of the weighted-standard- deviation
of student averages to the standard deviaticn of
all grades, using the credit hour as a unit, can
be takon as an indication of the reliability of
the individual Grade-Point AveraTeS." p. 430

Thus, in one university at least, a certain consistency in

grading practices by the faculty was present.

(h) Intramural Comparisons of Reliability

So far we have looked at the association.between sepaiate

institutions: high school to college, college to graduate school.

Clark has introduced a new dimension into, our examination' t

college grades: intramural comparisons of reliability.

20
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The equivalent, forms test of reliability could be applied

infra-institutionally, if one is to assume that the quality -and

the content of different courses offered in different departments

is roughly equivalent. Thus, an introductory course in physics is

thought to be equivalent to an introductory course in chemistry,

and both are seen as on a par with a freshman English course --

at least this is the conclusion one draws from examining the

weighting system of *credits" promulgated in, most- collgge

catalogues (see Heffernan, 1973). What evidenCe exists of an

interdepartmental reliability? Do the instructors in various

subunits of an institution of higher learning assign the same

`grades to the student body within a given term?

"The proportions -of "A's" given", says Chamberlin (1942),

not only from college to 'college, department to
_

department, and instructor to instructot, but also with the same _

instructor grading the same material's at different times." (p.

23)

A dozen years prior to Chamberlin's massive study, Crawford

(1930) examined the grades given to six freshman classes,by

faculty members is twelve departments at Yale University,
NN

observed that
N\

...it' is bad enough to have to tie togetber so
many credits as if they were pieces of string
whiCh eventually must reach a certain definite
length. It is worse to 'Eind some of these pieces
are rubber bands of'-,variable 'lengths and

.elasticity. Granted that 1credititis" is, in

9.1
\N

and
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itself a malignant disease, so long as it
persists, its ravages may at least'be lessened to
some extent by establishing more uniform
-equivalents between the necessary" credits and
true performance.-" p. 234.

Crawford went on to observe that

...those departments whose marks most vary from
the class mean also exhibit the most noticeable
fluctuations from year to year, as compared even
with their own subject norms. These departments
also ten'& to show the greatest divergence between
grades assigned by the experienced and the
inexperienced teachers," p. 240

Crawford's departments remained anonymous throughout his

article. So, too, were tne departments studied Dy Gamson (1969).

Dr. Gamson did, however, assemble her departments under two -

disciplinary rubrics: social. and natural sciences. The grading

practices . of the social science faculty at 'Hawthorn' college

were more liberal than those of the natural science faculty in

the same college-(see Table 1 below).

I decided tore#licate Gamson's findings with data at hand.

I seletted the grade distributions from each of five of the

social and, naturaj sciences departments at a large public

university in the western part .ot the United States. I also

selected the grade distributions (liven in ten introductory level

(200 level) courses taught at the University of Alberta' five by

social science,departments-and five introductory courses r four

natural science departments (data provided by the McLean (1971)

and Coull (1973) reports) , The results are presenttfd in Table t

22. 4
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TABLE 1

DiStributions of the Grades Assigned Students by
Selected Social and Natural Science Departments

at Three Institutions of Higher Learning:
Gamson's 'Hawthorn' College, a large public -

University in the western United States,
and the University of Alberta, Ca2nada.

16

. .

Hawthorn College 1

Social Sciences
Natural Sciences

GRADE

A B C D E Sum Number

15 43 29 10 3 100% 251
13 25 37 14 10 100 214-

x2 = 10.31, df °= 4, P < 0.05

Western U. S. University2

Social Sciences 24 42 27 5 2 100% 2,691
Natural Sciences 21 28 38 8 5 100 - 4,341-

x2 = 6.84, df = 4, P < 0.20

University of Alberia2

91 8 7

Soci'al Sciences 4 11 21
Natural Sciences" 3 8 16

6 5 4, <4 Sum Number

22 22 12 8 , 100% 5,291
24 23 -14 12 100 3,518

x2 = 2.36, df = 6, P < 0.90

While the frequency distributions of the two scholarly
divisions in Gamsonls study were' statistically' significant,
similar distributions in two large universities, one in the U.
S., the other in Canada, were not. Based on these limited data

Roth U. S. institutions use a five-letter grading .system while °

the University of, Alberta is on a 9-point system (9 = excellent,
<4 =.F4g.1).
2 Deparelients in the U; S. Public University ware: Anthropology,
Economics, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Astronomy,
Biology, Chemistry, Geography and Physict. For the' University of
Alberta the subjects were: Anthropology '202, Economics 2.00,
Political Science 200, Psychology 200, Sociology 200, Biology
230, Chemistry 200 and 202, Geography 201, and Physics 200.

23
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While the frequency distributions of the two scholarly

divisions in Gamson's study were statistically significant,

siqilar distributions in two large universities, one in the U.

S., the other in Canada, were not. Based on these limited data

one, could infer that "-membership in a E*rticular ipld (social-- -or

natural sciences), does not, de factoL result in strict or lenient

gradingpracticPs.

The difference in the results of IHawthdf.n College and the

two universities might be partially attributable to another

vagiable: time. Crawford observed that those departments at Yale

with the widest deviation from the mean also had the "...most

noticeable fluctuations from year to year." Gamson's data were

obtained in the fall of 1962, a few years after 'Hawthorn' was

founded. The grade distributions from the two western

universities were gathered some nine years later', in the academic

year 1970-71, and fully half a century after the creation of

these two institutions. Surely one aspect of reliability is that

the device measured stands immutable to the forces of time. The

Prudential Life 'Insurance Company selected the,Rock of Gibraltar

as its trademark because it connotes an everlasting reliability.

Are grading practices similarly unchangeable? Crawford observed

fldctuations. Table 1 hints at the possibility of change over

time. Ra$mussen (1969) provides more conclusive evidence.

RasmuS'sen found the faculties in the schools of education at six

midwestern. universities during the 19S;,0s differed significantly

24
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in their grading practices from the practices of their colleagues

in schools of business administration and liberal arts. He irso

discovered that the differences present in the 1950's had largely

been erased in the 1960's Rasmussen concluded that the grading

and standards of the Education faculty members rose to those .,of

the faculties in Business Administration and Arts.

Again, using information provided in the' McLean and Coull
t

reports, I compu,ted- the grading practices of the Edudation,

a

Business and Commerce, and Arts faculties, at the UniveMity, of'

Alberta.

NN,

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDDRE: McLean presents the numbers of 9-point
grades given in 200,300,400,500 4 600 leVel courses in each of
these faculties These data appear in Table VITI of his report. I
chose the 200 and, 300 level courses for each of these faculties,
primarily because many Arts students are still in a three-year
general BA program, and to compare 400 levgl courses in Arts with
the other faculties would be pitting honors students'
capabilities gdipst regular undergraduate students in Business &
'Commerce, and Education. The numerical distribution of each grade
at each level was converted to a percentage for each of the three
years in the .report. The two leiels were then combined. 'These'
percentages became the basip for chi-square applications, 'using
the Department of Education l Research Services program AONP02. I
realize a two-way analysis of variance would, have been a better
statistical technique. The data however, were not in a form
amenable to the department's analysis of variance programs.
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TABLE 2

Grade Distributidns of the Teaching Staff
in three U.nj.versity of Alberta Faculties,

expressed as a Percentage of all the.
Marks givOl by each respective Faculty to

Students Enrolled in 200 and 300 Level Courses,
1968-69 to 1971-72

PART INTRAFACULTY COMPARISON

FACULTY OF

1

ARTS

2 3 4 5

67-68 0.9 2.3 3.6 11.9 21.5
681-69 0.7 p1.7 3.2 -10.8 19.6
69-70 0.6 1.7 3.5 10.2 19.3
70-71 0.5 "..3 2.8 4.2 18.3
71-72 0.3. 1.3 2.5 9.0 18.6

x2 = X3.35, dt = 32, P

BUSINESS 6 COMMERCE

67-68 0.9
68-69 1.3
69-70 3.7
70-71 2.0
7172 0.9

3.5
3.7
4.7
4.1
4.3

6.4
5.)
7.2
4.4

03.1

17.3 26..2

15.9 20.6'
14.5 22.6
13.0 20.1
14.9 21.6

X2 = 11.95 DF ='32 P =

EDUCATION,

67-68 0.1 0.9 1.1 7.4 17.8
6R -69 0.1 0.c 0.8 4.7 12.8
69-70 0.1 b.7 1.0 5.7 14.2
70-71 0.3 0.6 0.8. 5.7 14.9
7,1-72 0.3 0.5 1.1 Ot.7 13.8

X2 = 5.36 DF = 32 P =

Number
of

6 7 8 9 Marks

27.7
27.b
26.8
27.0.
28.3

= 1.00

20.0 9.5
22.1 11.4
i2.4/ 11.9
24.2 13.0
24.0 12.4

24.4 13.7'

24.9. 17.0
23.7 34.2
22.5 19.0
24.1 16.9

5.4
7.9
6.6
9.9
10.4

o

32.3 25.2 11.5
30.1 32.1 15m0
29.9 29.3 '14.1
29.4 2,8-.0 15.3
28.4 28.6 16.4

A 0

100

, 26

2.6 21,822
3.5 25,891
3.6 30,311
3.7 29,551
3.6 29,339

2.2, 2,793
3.6 3,747
2.8 5,'252
5.0 5,985
3.8 6,419

0°0

2.7, 8,878
3.9 10,133
4.8 9,.332
5.0 9,054
6:2 8,773

19
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/..7.........,

PART U. INTERFACULTX COMPARISON1
...-

,1

____ -

YEAR x2 P <

67-68 18.5. .30
68-69 2'.4 r .20
69-70 27.7 .0.5

70-71 15.3 .50
71-'72 18,.6 .30

v

'20

r .

The grade, distributions of each of these three faculties have,
been assembled by year. For example, the 1967-68 di3tribution of
th0. Faculty of. Arts was joined by the 1967-68 distributions of
.the. Faculties of Business & Commerce and Education tc make a"3 X

9 matrix. There were sixteen degrees of freedom

I'

a .,

,

Q
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The teaching staff in the faculties of Arts, Business &

Commerce, and Education remained consistent in their various .

grading practices over the five years reviewed (see Part I); but

with each successive year the differences between the grade

distributions given by each faculty varied, from a position of

loose agreement in 1967-68 to one ot-statistically significant

difference in 1969-70, and seemingly following a curvilinear

trend back to homogeneity in 1970-71.

(c) Summary of Reliability

.Standard reliability tests of college grades, when applied

between levels of education, are extremely dependable. In the

macro-educational ,sense, grades and Grade Point Averages are

reliable, and can be used as predictors of near future grade

performance. College grades appear to be consistently applied to

alternating freshman classes at one university, over a 27 year

period,, of time -- so longevity adds credence to this examination

c of reliability.
t ,

Some writers (notably Crawford and llamtlerlin) contend, 1

- -

however, that grading practices vary within institutions. As much

t , evidence exists to suggest that there is a consistent grading

pattern among departments and schools as there is evidence to

imply that grading patterns by departments and schools are

capricious. The presence of other, potential intervening

conditions (calibre of each class of students, 'a change in
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administration, the proscriptions and sanctions of university

rules and regulations, Etc.) inhibits more detailed analysis of

these data. One can conclude that grades and grading,patterns are

fundamentally reliable, however. It should be stressed that even

with a high correlatiein coefficient ot .60, only one-third (.36)

of the variance in grades received ca be accounted for; 'nd

although one variable antedates the other, causality can not

really he presumed.'
, .

VALIDITY

Reliability is only one. half, ot the twin aEproaches to

assessing'the credibility of college grades. Both reliability and

validity must pass their respective tests if_the phenomencin under

investigation is to be judged worthy.

Simply put 'validity' asks the question: How accurately is

what we measure truly represented by our measuring devices?

Obviously one way to test the validity of a 'grade is to examine

what, it symbolizes.

Warren (1971) Suggests that a grade rep sents a, composite

. of the evaluations covering many dimensions of the studeht*s

learning. Thus the letter "B" in philosophy may be 'equated with

the student's ability to think discriminately and to communicate

logically t ,d cogently. The same "B" in a science course may

represent his ability to handle mathematical formulae, manipulate

laboratory, apparati, and memorize facts. Gamson (1969), in her

29
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study of 'Hawthorn' college, found that the social scientists

tended Nto include the humanistic qualities of the student when

arriving at a grade (e.g., the potential of the student, nis

enthusiasm, his wiliingness to work hard, his outside-of-class

activities, etc.) while the faculty in the natural sciences

limited themselves more to academic performande on quizzes,

laboratory reports, and examinations. This may also account for_ -_ --

--------------------
the Aldsdi-sci:erpanci-PFS---Tri- the grade distributions between the

.

social and physical scientists at 'Hawthorn. college.

If evaluators make valid evaluations, then a'grcup of raters

should assess the same stimulus essentially the "same way -- or

statistically speaking, the variance about the mean should be

extremely small and the distribution should be'leptokUrtic.

(a) Intrinsic Validity

Examine, if ycu mill, please,' the frequency distributions

set out in Table 3.

30
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TABLE 3

A Distribution of Percentage Marks on
Two High School English Themes,

a Geometry Problem and a History Paper.

English
% Theme A

h

54 :*

English
Theme E

Geometry
Problem

History
Paper

55 .
. :*

58 .
. : :*

59 .
. :

60 : . : :*
61 :* :*

0 62 :
. :*

63 .
.

-. t*
64 : :* -, : 4 1

65 :* :*** . ..a

' 66 :* :* :*
67 : :** :* :*
68 :**** :* :** /' : *
69 :*** :** :******
70 :******* :****** :**
71 :** :***** 01
72 :***** :********* :******* :**
.71 :**** : * * ** :********* :**
74 :**** :** ******,- :****** :**
,75 :********* :* * ***** :******** :****
76 :****** :*,* ****** :** :**,*

77 :**** :**** :********************* :********

78 :**** :!******* :***** :****_

79 :******** . :*********** :***

80 :******** :********* :****** :**

81 :*** :* -k
*** :***

82 1******* :****** :****

83 .
: 01**

.*
:

84 :** Oc** :*

Total 8,1 80 113 42
F

Mein 75.11 74.95 75.09 75.55

s.d. 5.04 5.22 5.04 4.63
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These histograms are not at all unlike the scores that a

typical class of students have earned on an examination. The

startling feature of these graphs is that they were not the

scores of the students, but the evaluations by a number of

experienced teachers whc graded the same answer to the same

question. Strach (1932, 1913a, 1913b), took a typical high school

English theme, a representative History essay and a common

Geometry problem and sent them to a group of high. school teachers

in the state of Ohio. He asked each teacher to grade the guiz,

using the same standards as were currently employed in his high

school. All of the high schools at this time were using

percentages. Some of the high schools set the passing criterion

at 65%, others at 70%,-'and still others at 75%. All cf the graphs

have been redrawn, using standard scores, where the criterion

(passing) .score was .set at 75% and a standard deviation set at

5%.

Now, if grades are supposed to represent a degree of

achievement and if the theme written by one English student

reflects his command ot the language, then all high school

English teachers in this study should have observed the same

level cf Mastery. As it was, one English teacher graded the paper

fully four standard leviltioas below the average ot all the

English teachers.

The reader probably can think of numerous instances when he

and his colleagues have discovered thit they employ differing

32
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criteria in assessing the scholastic ability of their pupils, and

this phenomenon casts serious doubt on the credibility of each

grade. If a "single grade symbolizes a unique arrangement of

- evaluative devices drawn from a mosiac of all possible means to

judge the student's -performance, them it -should fol-low- -that a

collection of all these symbols, allegedly equal in meaning,

should repiesent the level of scholarship of its owner.

Chansky (1964) argues that the grade, the essential

ingredient to the GPA, has no inherently stable meaning (evidence

of this has already been presented in Table 3).

Perry (1963) concurs. The hypothetical student can-balance a

sign of poor scholarship (a "A" in English, for example) against

evidence of gocd scholarship (a "B" in mathematics). The average,

"C", permits the student to continue his education, but does not,

by any btret0 of the imagination, assume that he is any better

student of English.

G

(b) Predictive Validity

Grades are thought tc reflect some facet of mans acumen.

Other measures of man's intelligence and scholastic aptitude

exist. These measures can be employed, by means of multiple

regression, to predict the level of scholastic achievement in

college, and a measure of the validity of grades, as symbols

representing scholarship, can be interpreted from the results.

33
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This is precisely what Aiken (1963) did. His work was replicated

by Miller (1969) and Wilscn (1970).

All three authors have separately demonstrated that the

Grade Point Average does not move concommitantly with, measured

levels of intelligence. Aiken, for instance, examined three

incoming freshman classes of 1959, 1960 and 1961 at Women's

College of the University of North Carolina. Mean SAT Verbal

scores increased in this three year period by some 6.8 points;

4pan SAT Math scores increased 5.95 points. Moreover, high school

GPA and class rank in high school at the time of graduation had

increased noticeably during the same period for each successive

Freshman class. Using these' data, Aiken produced a 'multiple

regression coefficient: with which he could predict the year-end

Freshman Grade Pcint Average for each cohort. This Grade Point

Average, when contrasted to the actual freshman year-end GPA,

showed the actual GPA to be mucn lower than than predicted.

Wilson pos's a disturbing conundrum when he says:

III ...if the level of freshman-year grades does
not increase as the quality ot grade-related
student input increases, thlen grading standards,
may be said to have changed--to have beccme more
stringent during'the period under consideration."
pp. 47-48

$ It would appear as if, unlike the economy, faculties in

if.

institutions of higher learning have managed to enhance rather

than aPvalue the worth of a grade. It,seems quite evident from

34
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these thr ,?a? studios that d "C" guys more ,studont intellectual
input in 1970 than it did in 19b0 or 1950.

35
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(c) Conclusions

`College grades have been extant in higher learning since the

middle of the nineteenth' Centuri.. Numeious scales have been

devised, ranging in calibration from one hundred (ds in

percentages) to one (as in the current Pass/No Record

'nontraditional' grade).

In this paper I have attempted to analyze the reliability

and validity of this evaluative technique. The greatest number of

studies so far have dwelt on the predictive association of the

students' GradeicintAverages ata lower edu.cational level to

their academic performance in the next higher level. When the

measured perfcrmance of.large numbers of students are so studied,

the criterion of reliability is easily met.

When one shifts his gaze to the grading practices of

teachers, the criterion of consistency is not :ac easily met.

Intramural grading practices are errs is ,and perhaps '(although

there is not enough evidence to sustain this statement) may even

he influenced by.scme unknown cyclical conditions.

Very serious doubt arises when one examines the validity of

orades. It would seem that a multitude of 'distinct

characteristics dre evaluated when instructors set '.out grades.

Some professors rate recall highly, others novelty and

creativity. Scale professors stress verbal lucidity, still' iothers

problem solving abilities. Whatever the idiosyncratic properties
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of the teacher, he resorts to placing hiS evaluation on a common.

scale. Thus myriad value judgments, 'ach indepenAently derived

and based on dittetent value systems, are mixed and pureed into a

mishmash dubbed the GPA. And, as we all know, Grade' Point

Averages are the r,abulum ,vhioh sustains higher learning.

0
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SECTION V. NEW FORMS OF GRADES

The 'American Association of ColiPge Registrars and

Admissions,Officer's (Oliver, 1971) has recently cbserved an

increase in the use of new systms for recording the evaluations

of student progress. Mote common forms of recording tormal

Oaluations (percentages, letter grades and stanines) have, at

limes, been replaced by a three part system (Honors-EasS-Fail); a

two part system (Pass-Fail, Credit-No-Credit); and a 'tingle class
2,"

system {Written evaluations or Pass-No Record grades).. or

these systems tend to come under the rueric '''non-traditional

grading practices" which seems rather 'ludicrous when the

"traditional" systelf has been in existence little more than a

century and a halt.1,This particular study, is going to examine

the Pass/Fil ,system,and :shall, temporarily, set aside other

This depends on one's historical pprsppctive. Harvard

college, the first North American university (1e36) did not

practice "Grading" until the mid-eighteen hundred's, some 200

years after its foundation. Although Harvard antedates the

University of New Brunswick by a century and a half (1875), it

is, in turn, second to the University of Mexico (1551) in the

academic processicm of the western hemisphere. Mexico, first in

the west, is two or more centuries junior to such European

institutions of higher learning as: Universita DoglieStudi,

Bologna and Universite de Paris (both tounded sometime in the

11th century), Universite,De Montpelles (1(30),'Universita Degli

Studi, Moderna (1175), Oxford and Cambridge Universities' (both

ca. 12th century), Universita Degli Studi,Naplcs-;(1224),

Universita Degli Studi, Roma (1303), Ruprect Karl Universitat

(Heidelberg)(1386), Aberdeen University (1494) , and Albert

Ludwigs Univerisitat (1454). It would seem reasonable that, it

these western European universities had practiced term -end

grading, that Harvard and the University of Mexico would have .

also engaged in the same tradition. Yet Harvard deferred such a

procedure for 150 years. QED, the more traditional practice of a

single public examination was in effect.
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forms of non - traditional grading.

Ip this section we shall view the Pass-Fail roem of grading

from four perspectives. In the first instance we shall examine

the extent of the popularity of the Pass-Fail grading system

among students, -institutions, and admissions officers. iiecanse

Pass-Fail is said to internalize the learner's motivation the

next porspective will review what the literature has, to say about

_th'e stude t working harder--or less hard--at his studies when he

elects a pass -Fail opti011. We will examine what has happened to

the stud nt's grade and GPA when he ele.c.ts a course under the

Pass/Fai option from the third perspective. Finally we will

,

examine Ithe issues of the student 'desire 'to explore n6n-.

required subjects under iass1Fail,, the Pass/Fail election in

relatio to his academic wcrkload, and the effect of two gradring

systems coexisting within the academic community.

ACADEMIA'S RESPONSE TO PASS -FAIL

(a) Popularity Among Students

The Pass/Fail grading system, so Smallwood (195) reports,

was: tried briefly by the University of MichiganMichigan` i S8351. The

practice of Pass/Fail was again tried about a century later, When

Princeton University (see Karlins, Kaplan & Stuart, 1969) offerq

this alternative tc its uFperclassmen. A review of repdrt from.

some of the earlier universities. which Cried pass/Fail

39
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(Washington, Illinois, Princeton; Brandeis, -apt", the BerkelF /
0

'
,

campus of the , University ot 'california), sep;n" to indicate the
.'

. .

ratio of Pass/Fail symbols tp all the other marks, expressed as a

percentage, increases during the first l'ear Q p two, then,...levels

/

, .

.

.

out at 'about, 109 of the total populatioft ot undergraduate grades

administered by a particular institution. Suslow' (1973) found

that in the sixd years Pass/Not Pass (P/NP) head been used at the

Univetsity' of California (Berkeley) the percent age of P/NP grades

to all undergraduate grades stabilized betWeen 10% and 11%.

Johansso, Rossmann and' Z'andell (1971) report, that

45
,

"...a loss of the popularity ot the ungraded

opticn after the firSt year was 'the outstanding
finding tram the data. Almost half of the, 1969

registrants tock a S.-U [Successful-Unsuccessful]
course; this percentage dropped to about one-third
in 1910. Women and' freshmen, in particular, tended
to'tak'e the S-U option less freqgently in 1970

even 1.-t hough freshmen were allowed an unrestricted
number ot S-U ccurses in 197.0, only about 7% of

the ' freshmen class oped fth- more than one
ungraded course during .the spring term, iadicating,
that students might '4e concerned about not

overloading their academic records with ungraded
courses." p. 275

w

(b) Popufarity Among North American colleges and

Universities

$

The Oliver report J1971) reports that 60% of the 1,301 North

American colleges and universities who. responded' to the AICRAO

*questionnaire had indicated that they were now. -' *...using some

form of non-traditional gradihg" in their record keeping systems.
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Three. of the twenty Canadian .i..istitutions of higher education in
4

Oliver's survey- reported using a combination oP traditional and

,

non-traditional grading. Non-traditional yrding° of undergraduate

4ork is 'a very recent phenomenon, as most of the responding

institutions in North America srd thE change had occurred within

the last two years. It would be too early to estimate how muchof 4

a foothold non-traditional grading, will have had on the more
. .

traditional systems.

Ac) Popularity Among Admissions Officers
...

Committees

ndAdmissions

Lawrence Hanlon (1964) indicated -that, as thE;: admissions
.

officer for his tredical school, he and many of his counterparts .

aro .confronted with a numter of .problems which result from non-

traditional grades. He said:.

)
"Knowledge of the comparative standing is a

necessity in evaluating .the academic attainment of
students from tne few schools that do not report
in terms of any of the usual grading systems... In
my -experience with soma of these unusual methods
of porting academic standings, there is
frequently so much uncertainty about a student's
academic ability that ht, simply cannot he
considered for adTission." p. 95

,

.

Hofeller (1972)s her survey of three hundred and ninety-
*

one deans of graduate and professional chools in arts, sciences,

. education, medicine,, law and nursing, found that the clear

majority of graduate nd professional schools report the practice

of re.00mputing.the grade-Point Averages ot applicants,'' ot only

41
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to gain a measure of ehestudentlsperformance in his major or

senior year, but also to justify the GPA for possible inclusion

of Pass/Fail 'grades. Hofeller that

"..:the outstanding student, whose cred*ntials
include exceptional test scores, an academically
prestigious college, and outstanding
recommendations, may suffer little jeopardy from a
choice cf non-traditional grades. However, a well
qualified, but no(sic) noticeal unique applicant
who opts for Pass/Fail grad*. may. well be

discriminated against in favor of his potentially
less able but mete traditicnal peer. Although this
trend- might alter drastically, -its present
direction is of immediate concern to contemporary
students." p. 11

Rossmann (1970) obtained' responses from 4-hirty gragUate

schools /and, fifteen professional schools to his question

concerning Satisfactory-Unsatistactory (S-U) grades. He learned

that both sets oz deans do-not like to spe,a proponderance of S-U

Or non-traditional grades on a transcript. Rossman contends thdt

a large number of non-traditicnal grades weakens the candidatef,;

chances of being admitted expecially if these grade.; were in

his major.

This same concern extends even to Admissions Officers at the

undergraduate level. Oberteuffer (1970), in her survey of 213

undergraduate institutions found that 57 of the 14S respondents

(approximately 1/3) felt that non-traditional grading would be

definitely detrimental tc the admissions possibilities of a

prospective student.

One undergraduate admissions officer responded to - the
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Oberteutfer guesticnpaire by saying:

It

"Grades represent diligence, titre-budgetin
eefcrt, and perseverancee. What are you

afraid of?"

becomes evident that Admissions Officefs at the

undergraduate and graduate levels are not overjoyed at the

thdught of reviewing transcripts containing a large number of

non-traditional grades.

STUDENT MOTIVATION

A non traditional grading Acystvem7--guch aS the Pass/Fail

system, is said to facilitate learning neCudse it shifts an

emphasis on learning away from the e/ternal,motivaticn (getting a

'good' grade) towards internal motivation ('1 want to learn

something about this subject'). Under the nun-traditional grading

system, the student can look within hime,elt for his own measure

of cognition, that is, he can see for himself what it is-he knows

and does not know, and furthermore, precisely what it is that he

want to know. The desire to know, rather than the desire' to

obtain a pleasing grade 'becomes the dominant drive.

Raimi (1967) cuts this argument cogently when he said:

"...the most telling criticism of all grading
systems is this: that the incentive dnd.discipline
they toter are incentives to beat the grading
system itself (rather than towards scholarship),
and discipline in the direction of sate conformity
(rather than in the habits of learning) ." p. 311
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Proponents maintain that the non-traditional form of grading

also allows the teacher to put more emphasis on teaching.

Marshall (1971) suggests that individual descriptions of the

students (one form of ncn-traditional grading) serves a double

function: it provides all the desiderata many graduate school

admissions committees think they need (see Oliver, 1971, pages 29

& 30), and it permits the instructor to devote himself, in a

small way, to the individual 'student. The reader may look askance

at this last assertion, but a study by Page (1958) offers

evidence that perscnal feedback, even in the inconspicuous medium

of written comkents .on an objective examination, is a strong

motivation to learning.

opponents of the Pass/Fail system have suggested that such a

system tends to create a feeling of indolence and srovenlyness

among students. What evidence does one have from the literature

to support this?

Karlings, Kaplin and Stuart (1969) in their study at

Princeton Unversity, find that students reported 72% said they

felt they had wcrked' closer to their capacity ".:.in a

numerically graded 'course rather than one graded Pass/Fail".

Further on in the report, these authors indicated that 79%

of these 1,006 responding students said that "If I kneW my course

were being graded 1-7, I wculd work harder.", and 74, felt that

taking a Pass/Fail course had allowed them more time to study for
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other courses.

The student survey at Princeton also reported that their

students did, cn the average, 80% of the assigned readings in, the

graded courses buy only 61% of the assigned readings in the

,Pass/Fail course. Students alto reported attending 85% of the

graded courses' lectures and precepts, but only 74% of the

6 Pass/Fail courses' lectures and precepts.

Stallings and Smock (1971), in a poll at the University of

Illinois, learned that;the most of the students did only' a

minimum of work required for a "D". Bain, et al. (1971) at Ohio

University report that only 31% of the 344. responding students

worked hard enough to sass the course, and an. additional 62%

worked hard enough to meet their Grade Point Average.

But contrary evidence also exists. in an earlier study by

Stallings, Wolff and Maehr, (1969) found that the. students

electing Pass/Fail carried a significantly higher course load (F

= 11.078, df = 1,150, p > .01), "which suggests that while the

Pass/Fail student may have eased up on one particular course, he

compensated for it by increasing' his course load. Suslow (1973)

also found that students with high levels of scholarship elected

an extra course under Pass/No Pass (P/NP) in order to graduate

sooner.

Merryman & Kirman (1971) reported that 80% of the

respondents (N=63) said that the Credit/No Credit reduced the
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pressurE for grades and about 6U% said they did as much work for

the Credit/No Credit course as they did ror courses graded in the

conventional manner.

Jesse and Simon (1971) compared the 'diaries' of medical

students at the'University of 17alifornia (San Diego) to similar

ones kept by medical students at the University of Illinois.

Average times reported studying and in related

activities between the medical students it these two universities

were essentially' the same, even though the San Diago Medical

School was completely under i non-traditional grading system.

academic

A continuing debate has occurred in academic circles

concerning the scholastic performance of students who elect

courses under a Pass/Fail grading system. Proponents of tne non-

traditional grading system claim that students learn just as much

and perform just as well is students laboring under the more

traditional grading system. Opponents to the non-traditional

system tactfully suggest that students do not learn as much when

the motivation to achieve a grade has been removed. In reviewing

the literature, I considered two issues: the ,grades these two

groups of students received when the instructor was aware that

both systems were used in his course, and tlIt. grades these two

groupe, of students received wh,,n the int,tructor wa :; blind to

which students elected Pass/Fail. It is my as;unprion that if the

instructor knows which of his students are under a eiss/Fail

system, he will be either more punitive or more lax in his
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grading, depe.nding upon hi, ,...?"oral ittituies fowards the non-
,

traditional grading systpm:4.

Smith (1971) the Oniver...;itv of Illinois, Chicago Circle,

examined the grades received ry thes- students who elected a

Pass/Fail on a t.h.s grades ct 2, lib students who elected the

Pass/Fail. The instructcr::: ii ?very rase were blind to which

students electEi particular option. The grades received by

these students electing a Pql,s/Fail werc nettor than the grades

received by the non-Pass/Fail .t.u-lent:-; ;in the same ccurses. Smith

went on to point out, howevt,r, that the students who elected

Pass/Fail recivel a PdS:i/r.11 irdde w,-)dld have been lower

than their Grade-Print Averige.

Barbara Von WitticV (191",,.) siuli,d students in beginning

foreign language cr..ut. (Fc).N:: :ipanIsh and Russian) .

Three hundr,.d 1%0 tiv.?, wy; '1'15 -;rd4ents in these

courses had elect,-1 1:1 y 1,,:,avel conventional

; .

grades, their gradcs tnan ttie 970 who chose

to remain und-,r the rTiC,11-1011,1:. Tne in.structor8 who

awardfd these gracr, 1i1 net Kn.,w of ttwir students elected

the Pass/Fail optirn.

Karlings et (19.)9), at Princ,.t(n University di:,.,covered

, in their survc/ ot ti, 11 t;tudents would

have earned a ga= w!rtic!! rail tul 1 51 .td,! lower than their

(PA.
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Sgaan' (1970) found that students at every class level except

the Senior level who elected a Pass /Fail course at Brandeis

University had significantly lower Grade Point Averages than tae

average GPA of all the members of that class. Thus' Freshmen who

elected P/F courses had a GPA of 2.34 (on a four point scale'

where A=4.0)', and the class GPA for all Freshmen was 2.90.

Perhaps th' mcst extensive field experirment on the topic of

Pass/Fail and academic performance occurred at the Cortland

campus of the State University of New York. Gold, Reilly,'

Silberman and Lehr (1971) were able to divide a Freshman class

into three groups and a Junior class into two groups. The

Freshman class was divided by its choice of Pass/Fail election:

whore all the Freshmen in the first group chose to have all their

courses under Pass/Fail; the Freshmen in the second group chose

to have only one course under Pass/Fail, and the Freshmen in the

third group chose to have hone of their courses under Pass/Fail.

The Junior standing students were given only one option: to elect

one course under Pass/Fail, and they were then randomly divided,

where some were allowed to have that option while the rest were

denied it. The course instructors were not informed of the

student's choice or his group membership. The instructors

submitted letter agrade..- (A,B,_C,D,E). for all 'students. These

grades were given the' usual weighting by the experimenters

(A=4.0, B=3.0, etc.) and a Grade Point Average (GPA) was computed

for members of each group. A difference ofn means test (t-test)
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was applied to these data, the results of which appear in rabl)

4. Table 4

A Difference of Means Test of Freshmen whc
took all thei,1 Courses Under Pass/Fail to

Freshmen who took all their Courses Under the Letter GradP,
Semester.

Freshman Year
Fall of '67

Sophomore Year
Fall of''68

Junior Year
Fall of '69

EXPERIMFNTAL CONTROL 0

GPA Number GPA Number Sienifcance

1.67 29 2.2-6 27 p < .01

2.28 22 2.72 24 p < .01

2.68 18 2.85 20 n. s.

Significant differences in academic performance, as measured

by traditional grades, appeared ih the Freshman and Sophomore

years of the Gold, et al. study. This:\ difference was erased in

.)the Junior Year. One factor tne exp imenters could not control

was atstrition, either for Ncluntary or -institutionally enforced

reasons. Thus the eleven subject:, in the exp7imental group and

seven subjects in the control group wno withdrew may nay.::

actually been different in their acadeMic perofrmance.

Gold and his colleagues then compared their second group of

Freshmen, thosP whc were allowed to elect only one courAe under

Pass/Fail, to three other experimental groups: (1) FreJhmen who

were denied' the one-course P/F option, (2) Junior level students

who had n ;incite course election under P/F, and (3) Junior level
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.;tuli..nts who vier ne ni i thr ,, :,w- court,' election undcr P/F. 111Q

snmnstrr .nd qtades wz coikeeted axle. weightd in the same,

mann-,,r descrit,?d atov:!. Tahl, 5 pr,-:sehts dittn,irce cr means Fast

r,sults (t-test) fcr two cateloti.=q: (1) th,- course which ih

experir2ntal '=objects took P/F co4ar,d to th, cotirs-? whicn

the control sobjects wanted to take under P/F but were= thc--

option, an4 (2) all the othor courses ....,loctPd by tic students In

'hr's groups. S

Ttble 5

A DiffcrFnc.- of 1,)ans (t-t,=st) (1) '.;inqle. courscl Grads of (a)

Those who had the' F/F option to (b) TI-os-E- who were dtzni-7.-! it, anti
(2) thr, -Grad,s Jarned, in ill the othor Coursos Dy (a) nose= who
hut Single :curs' P/F Gption, in (h) :'ho st' who were loni.3i

tho P/F option, cv Class Levl

Sii ;1e Coor;c
Fx01

GPA N GPA N

All ';t her Courses
Exp.]. Cont.

GeA GPA Sig.

Frshmen 1.67 71 1.8) 6) n.s. ).)3 2.15

Junior 2z.07 P 2.40 Ho p < .05 :',78

Total 1.89 160 2.15 151 p < 2.54 2.52 n.s.

Juhior oPviously earned lower grade; in tht

course wh.-re thy hil thoT/F option, but lid AF wF11 as

their' control ccunterpart;-: it, -ill thr_ othcr cours.3s elect=,1 that

som-.!stuur. This sulge.its d laxity ot motivation fot ,jrao. in

tn.- P/ course, 1107 !Mt, nrCoALlIV a df,t01101,0"1,011 CT cff-rt 1P

othPr coursers.

TFerc. nas ';om- tFiirts in the' litorature wnerc,it
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nor known if th^ i!.structcr did inderni know the stud,'nts,

elections. Quann (1'472) examined grades over a three semester

period of time and reported. tnat more students electing P/F

sustaint,d failing grades (25.9%) than titose who chose to remain

the more conventional system (7.71) . Conversely, few,=.r of the

stu rts who elected Pass/Fail earned A's (3.8X) when coMpared to

the mere traditional group (21.31). A clii-square distribution of

these tw. distributions is given more striking. (x7= 29.68, df =

4, P < .001).

Stalling'; . a rd Smock (1971) report t nat t he Vass/Fail

students rPceiv I a grade whicn was 0.7 lower (on a tour -point

scale) than the \non-Pass/fail students when these students took

the same course. ;San (1970) found that students at every class

level except the Senior level who elected a P/F course at

Brandeis; University had significantly lower GPA 's than the

4

average ,PA of all of that class. Thus Freshmen who

elected P/F courses had a GPA of 2.34 (on a 4-point scale) , and

the class Grade Point Average for all. Freshmen was 2.90,

signif icantly higher.

TH EFFECT ON GRADE-POINT AVTAGFS

fWann (1q71) 1( ports that thi- differences b,)twc-,n; Grade-

-Point Averages of the , who olcted Pass/Fail at Washington State

University and those who did not work very minor. Stallings,

Wolff and Nfaehr 11969) found, at the Univ,2rsity or Illinois, that
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the students who had elected a Pass /.Fail cour:;e .. earned a

significantly higher Grade-Point Average than tnose who had not

elected Pass/Fail.

EXPLORATION, ACADEMIC WORKLOAD anVGFESHAMI LAW

(a) Exploration

In a survey of students electing Pass/Fail courses at the

University of Illinois (Untqna), Staliings and Smock (1971)

learned that the responding student4 expresed 'favor for, the

Pass/Fail system when exploring courses which might be

academically demanding. Ip a sister university, in the State of

Illinois, Reiner 6 Jung (1972) discovered that the P/F was used

more otten in non-major courses, but those who used the P/P

option (1) did rot achieve as well as their previous academic

record would indicate they should have and f2) did less well in

the P/F courses than classmates inthe same courses under the

traditional grading system.

What may have been the opinion on one `campus is not, shared,

by the opinions of students on: other campuses. Quann (1972)

reports that the students at Washington State' University did not

use the Pass/Fail system to venture into untried aces.: Bain,

Hales and Rand (19.72), in a survey of 344 students taking the

Pass/Fail option at Ohio University, discovered than only 9S
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(N=31) of the r(,.spondent said they took a course outside itheir

required suhlects h-,:cause Pass/Fail pormitted them to do so

without experiencing :-31,-?re ccmtietition. Smith (1971), discovered

that few of the 2, stuInts at th,_ University .cf Tlinois,

Chicago Circle, who had el,cted Pass/Fail used the option in

4
their. elective courses and that only one studeirt in a hunctred

went en- to take a secondllective course on a Pass/Fail Oasis.,

Suslow (1973), whix1e he ha a difficult +ime determining which

course election-, 4eie outside'the student,s usual curriculum, did

have the temerity' to sug3,,3t that very few students use' .the

Piss/Not as (P/N) 3ystem in ordeT-to explore unknown 'sUblect

areas.'

(I) AcAdemic ,.crkload

I

Another motivational el,,ment ..considered here is that the

non-traditional grddinq system reduces the academic pressure on
r

the student. Tnis Prorluse's that a),students are carrying a full

load and n) that pjessure is ,c..rted by every element of the load

in a more or leSs uniform sannc!r on the student.' Granting ,these

assumptions, commtn experiencf, ha.indicated that the nature of

the.tasks to be pertorm,-1 by i stddent carrying a Lull load

apparinq to :)r, Incrasing in luantity and quality, and tnat the

tolerance threshold of human emotive stamina, among many of the

students, appears to h, v'- been reached. Tne functional grading of

non-tradition ,syst,2m her,.:, is to permit a cushion in this
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dr.mand on the .stuuPnt. (see Johanson 197\; Morishima b Micek,

147); hillis, 1962; Trasser, Pt al., 1468; Thayer, 1971;

Stalling, et al... 1470).

(c) ,Greshamos Law and Academic Currency

\'

erry (196R), President ofhitmn Colleye, reperted on !his,

institution's decision to abandon tne conventional grading syStem

for -a thee-part system of high honcrs (HH), hondxs (H) and Pa'es

'(P)..The oxperiepce at hhitman indicated that many graduate

schools were rejecting very well guaXified young students because,

these schools equated a "P" with a barely passin grade (e.g.,

"C" or "b"). ,

14ole. (1)71), of Srowr University renorted that wtien d five-

. c
c

part lettc'r grading systl co-existed with the Pass/Fail. system

..'

and "P" ,was s,_!t at "2", many students chose to remaing with the

five lett(2r sys11.

realm

This indicat-,:. to me tnat two curtencies of thg academic

cannot co-vxist as interch;ingr-able currencjin a singl'e

college or vcivorsity any more than two currencies an -co-exist

within i sin410 natioa. Grhamos La holds tor the academic

community, and it appears that the non-traditional ,currency is

4

the weaker coin.
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VI. RECAPITULATION

r

Ufa

Grading practices, something which began a little more than

200 years ago, are to be an extremely effs&cient Means of

measuring, weighing and setting students. Such means are not

entirely without dysbenefits, however, for some students have

learne' shift their attention from learning 221 se to earning

a grade.

Within .thP last decade students and eduCators have tried

new, so called non - traditional, forms of grading. .Fundamentally

this new ciradlng practice redUces the number of Egrades. cr

pigeon-hole categories from as many as one hundred (as in the

.case of percentages) or five (as in the case ot lettors) to one

(written evaluations dnd Pass /No

.10

itecor4), two (Pass/Fail,

Satisfactory - Unsatisfactory, Credit/No Credit), three (Honors-

°Pass-Fail) ,,or tour (High Honor's-Honors-Pass-Fail).

The literature on one of ,these newer forms ot grades,

Pass/Fail, shows that this grading practice has gained a wide

acceptance 'among many students. The general practice in many

colleges and univerE,ties is to limit the number of Pass/Fail

cdimrses a student may take to one prr term and in some cases it

may be limited, -o,tne class standing ot the individual or his

cumulative GPA.

71711,,. suqgPsts that the of thP ropularity ot
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the Pass/Fail system among .students stems trom their need or wish

to re-distribute ' their time and effort among All their course

elections in such a way as to concentrate on the courses elected

under the conventional grading system while slighting the course

(or courses) elected under the Pass/Fail system. Students'do not

seem to use this grading system as- a vehicle for exploring

subjects outside their major area of interest. Students do not do

all of the assigned readings, nor attend as many classes.

:den is admit they do not work as hard in their Pass/Fail,

courses as they do in their more conventionally graded courses.

These conclusions soundly condemn the non-traditional

grAding system, but one must keep in mind that students are

rational human beings working towards certain goals and they'

naturally will employ every ligitimate means of 1) improving

heir GPA, 2) graduating and 3) gaining either admission to a

graduate or professional school, or a job. Modern society has

increased the tempt cf learning and the pressure to excel.

in turn, raises a question oot posed in this literature review,

but one which T personally feel bears examination. Have we, as

educators, increased the academic p-essure and academic load on

the student to such a point that the student nc longer is capavle

of learning? Are cur efforts to increase the academic standards

of our. own institutions becoming counter-productive?
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